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Oral leukoplakia: Failure of topical imiquimod 5%
Oral lökoplaki: Topikal imiquimod %5’in başarısızlığı
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To The Editor,
The most common precancerous lesion of the oral mucosa
is leukoplakia, which is defined as a white oral lesion that is
not related to another disease process. Timely workup and
effective management of leukoplakia is essential to prevent
the development of squamous cell carcinoma. Recently, some
studies have reported successful therapy with imiquimod 5%
cream, which holds promise for a new and effective topical
treatment option1-4. Herein, we describe a patient with oral
leukoplakia that failed to respond to a 16-week trial of topical
imiquimod 5%.
A 65-year-old woman presented with an 8-month history
of white plaque on the left side of the tongue (Figure 1a),
causing a burning sensation. She had no history of typical
risk factors. A lesional biopsy confirmed the diagnosis of
oral dysplastic leukoplakia (Figure 1b), and tested negative
for human papillomavirus infection. We recommended
surgical interventions, but the patient requested treatment
with topical options. After a sterile gas was used to dry the
mucosa, imiquimod cream 5% was applied to the lesion for
20 minimum every other day. The duration was increased up
to a total time of two hours for three times a week. After 16

weeks, however, no improvement was seen (Figure 1c) and
the control biopsy revealed the persistent dysplasia (Figure
1d). She then agreed to surgical interventions, and after
four cycles of cryotherapy with a two-week interval, she was
clinically (Figure 1e) and histopathologically clear (Figure 1f).
The clinical relevance of oral leukoplakia is primarily related
to its association with oral cavity squamous cell carcinoma.
The initial management is the elimination of the causative
factors, especially the use of tobacco. When no possible
cause is found, or when the lesion does not disappear, it
is essential to consider the effective therapeutic options.
Surgical interventions include total excision, laser therapy, and
cryotherapy but the available evidence on medical therapy is
very limited5.
Imiquimod 5% cream is a novel immune modulator with
localized therapeutic effects at the drug application site
capable of enhancing local production of immune-stimulating
cytokines, providing antiviral and antitumoral activity. It has
been approved for the treatment of genital warts, actinic
keratosis and superficial basal cell carcinoma if surgery
or other treatment options are inappropriate. However,
imiquimod use is currently increasing, especially for off-
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Figure 1. a) Leukoplakia on the left side of the tongue, b) irregular hyperplasia in the epithelium and dysplastic changes in the basal and suprabasal
layers hematoxylin & eosin (H&E, x20), c) failure of imiquimod 5% after 16 weeks of therapy d) persistent dysplasia after imiquimod 5% treatment
(H&E, x20), e) healing with a slight cicatricial area after cryotherapy, f) regenerative changes and chronic granulation tissue in the lamina propria
after cryotherapy (H&E, x20)
label conditions. Although creams are typically not used intraorally
because they can be easily washed away with continuous saliva
turnover, efficient penetration of imiquimod in the oral mucosa has
been emphasized in previous reports1. Given the side effect profile or
difficulty of application of a cream in oral mucosa for a long period
of time, the patient’s adherence to the recommendations may be a
concern with the failure of therapy. However, our patient was properly
educated, and she was fully compliant with the therapy.
Although there are at least four recent reports of successful treatment
of oral leukoplakia with imiquimod 5%, our case failed to respond.
This case emphasizes that when using imiquimod for off-label uses,
physicians must monitor the patients for treatment failure, and clinical
and histological follow-up should be provided. Informed consent was
obtained.
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